NOTE: Changes in labeling formula differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be submitted to and accepted by the Registration Division prior to use of the label in commerce. In any correspondence on this product always refer to the above U.S. EPA registration number.

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby Registered/Reregistered under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

A copy of the labeling accepted in connection with this Registration/Reregistration is returned herewith.

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or approval of this product by this Agency. In order to protect health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act. The acceptance of any name in connection with the registration of a product under this Act is not to be construed as giving the registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered by others.

Changes in formula require a new registration:

1. Submit new labeling required for registration of the new product including new biological and toxicological data.

2. Make the above changes listed below before and after this change:

   a. Ad for the "Registration No. 46375-81"

   b. Name of label. This will not be your registration number.

   c. "The improvement has been learned..."

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

ATTACHMENT IS APPLICABLE

SIGNATURE OF APPROVING OFFICIAL

DATE

EPA Form 8570-4 (Rev. 3-78)

PREVIOUS EDITION MAY BE USED UNTIL SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED.
3. If these conditions are not complied with, the registration will be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA sec. 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.

John H. Lee  
Product Manager (31)  
Antimicrobial Program Branch  
Registration Division (N7505C)

Enclosure
FINE SPRING BACTERIOSTATIC WATER FILTER
Over Sink Unit, Model OS-1

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Metallic Silver ........................................ 1.05%
INERT INGREDIENTS ....................................... 98.95%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

EPA REG.NO. 46379-L
EPA EST.NO. 46379-AZ-1

DISPOSAL: Wrap spent filter in newspaper and discard with trash.

CONTENTS: One Bacteriostatic Water Filter.

For additional information and directions, see enclosed circular and information and installation instructions.

This filter is only to be used in conjunction with municipally treated tap water in the home.

FINE SPRING BACTERIOSTATIC WATER FILTERS, INC.
MESA, ARIZONA 85201

APR 16 1990
FINE SPRING BACTERIOSTATIC WATER FILTER
OVER SINK UNIT, MODEL OS-1

A Bacteriostatic Water Filter is one which inhibits the growth of bacteria within the filter.

Drinking water can, by law, contain a number of harmless bacteria indigenous to municipally treated water.

Fine Spring Bacteriostatic Water Filter uses micron filters and Hygene material in all filters. Technically, Hygene is a silver-impregnated granular activated carbon.

Fine Spring Bacteriostatic Water removes the chlorine taste, odor, and color and thus provide you and your family with clear, good-tasting water for drinking or cooking.

Fine Spring Bacteriostatic Water Filter takes only minutes to install. There are no filters to change.

We will be happy to have a free home demonstration of Fine Spring Bacteriostatic Water Filter in your home.

Write or call for a Free Demonstration.

Your local Distributor is:

APR 16 1990
FINE SPRING BACTERIOSTATIC WATER FILTER
OVERSINK UNIT, MODEL OS-1

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Once a unit has been installed as per instructions, it should be maintenance free and no filter cartridges to replace.

This unit has a capacity of up to 3,000 gallons. It is capable of cold tap water daily for a period of 36 months. Towards the end of the 36 months (3 years), you will notice a diminishing water flow. This will indicate the filter is nearing the end of its useful life.

This unit should be used with cold water only. The flow rate has been preset at the factory not to exceed 1/2 gallon per minute.

Installation

Remove aerator from faucet. Screw on diverter attachment. If the adaptor supplied does not fit, different sizes are available at hardware stores. The diverter valve button allows you to select filtered water or regular tap water. Run water through the filter for 20 minutes, to activate. Do not drink this water.

How It Works!

1. Ends provide storage area for trapping foreign materials in water. With reduced water flow, reverse the cartridge and back flush the unwanted down the drain.
2. Two porous filter discs, thick inside the cartridge removes suspended solids as small as 70 micrometers.
3. SIXTY THREE cubic inches of compacted silver activated carbon filter media provide bacteria stalk activity within the cartridge. Activated carbon removes offensive tastes and odors from your water, including the medicinal taste of chlorine.
4. The 3 diameter, PVC plastic case, when welded together, make a strong, compact 3" x 10" long filter cartridge unit, compact, easily replaced.